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A very long-term observation of a family with dilated
cardiomyopathy and overlapping phenotype from
lamin A/C mutation
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and Gianfranco Tolaa

Background A large amount of information on genotypic
and phenotypic expressions has become available since the
first clinical observations of cardiac manifestations
secondary to lamin A/C gene mutations.

Aims We aim to describe one of the longest longitudinal
follow-ups reported so far (>22 years), concerning a
whole family affected by a missense lamin A/C mutation
(Arg60Gly), which manifested as an overlapping
phenotype with cardiac and extracardiac involvement over
time.

Methods Starting from the family history, two generations
of that family were prospectively observed, from 1997 until
2020. At baseline, four individuals with dilated
cardiomyopathy and cardiac conduction defects showed
the same mutation. This was also found in three young
individuals, phenotypically unaffected at baseline
assessment.

Results The prolonged clinical and laboratory evaluation
has shown the evolution of an overlapping phenotype in
which cardiac alterations have been associated with
lipodystrophy and neurological manifestations. In the first
observed generation, the prognosis was negatively

affected by the progression of heart failure and
lipodystrophy, whereas in the second generation the first
phenotypic manifestations became evident after the 2nd
decade. Cardiac magnetic resonance played a relevant
role in the early detection of cardiac alteration. Right
bundle branch block was another sign of initial
phenotypical expression.

Conclusion In lamin A/C gene mutation carriers, a strict,
multidisciplinary follow-up allows the opportunity to
monitor the progress of the disease and to intervene
precociously with the best available treatments.
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Introduction
Lamin A/C (LMNA) gene mutations represent a well
known cause of dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) often
associated with conduction defects. A growing amount of
data have been reported since the first extensive clinical
observations published more than 2 decades ago,1,2 on the
polymorphic phenotypic expressions caused by many
mutations of this gene, which can involve not only the
cardiovascular system, but also many other districts. The
relationship between the different gene mutations and
the age of their manifestation, as well as the rate of
progression of the cardiac picture, and the possibility
of overlapping phenotypes during the course of the
disease, have been investigated by several authors, lead-
ing to interesting observations.3–8 We report one of the
longest prospective follow-up available at this moment in
a single family affected by a disease-causing mutation of
the LMNA.

Methods
Details of the baseline characteristics of the family
affected by a missense mutation (Arg60Gly) in the rod-
domain of the LMNA initially described in 1999 had
previously been published elsewhere. The family was
identified as family D.2 Briefly, the first observation
started from three siblings, all affected by DCM and
conduction defects, who came to our institution between
1995 and 1997 for symptomatic heart failure (Fig. 1,
individuals III:2, III:3 and III:6). In 1998, after informed
consent, the whole family underwent a complete clinical
and laboratory evaluation. Together with familial history,
data on physical examination, hematological evaluation
(including creatine kinase dosage), ECG, echocardiogra-
phy, 24-Holter monitoring and genetic study were col-
lected. Genomic DNA to identify possible mutations in
the LMNA was managed as described in the first report,
as next-generation sequencing was not available at the
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time of the investigation. The 1p1–q21 locus was evalu-
ated and protein-encoding sequences from exons 1
through 12 were amplified from genomic DNA with
the use of primers derived from intron sequences.2 A
variant in the lamin A/C gene sequences (Arg60Gly) was
identified, by sequence analysis in exon 1 of the three
probands, in one cousin previously implanted with a
pacemaker (individual III:7) as well as in three pheno-
typically normal children (IV:2, IV:3 and IV:5). The muta-
tion was not present in any of the other family members.
All the phenotypically involved members underwent
further evaluations, including neuromuscular examina-
tion and skeletal muscle biopsy. The children who car-
ried the mutation were accurately evaluated at least every
6 months with a complete cardiological assessment,
including cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) every 2
years starting from 2014, as well as neurological and
diabetes visits. All the other nonmutated family members
underwent a clinical evaluation approximately every
2 years.

Results
Family history reports that individuals II:1 and II:5 were
implanted with a pacemaker at the age of 35 and 40,
respectively, and that II:5 also had symptoms of heart

failure. However, these members were not clinically or
genetically evaluated. The direct observation of the
family starts with individuals III:2, III:3 and III:6, who,
at the baseline, all presented as mildly DCM and very
depressed left ventricular (LV) systolic function, symp-
tomatic heart failure and bradyarrhythmias. In particular,
patient III:2 manifested sinus bradycardia (<35/bpm at
rest) and she was implanted with a pacemaker at the age
of 37. Five years later, she began to lose weight and
showed a generalized reduction of subcutaneous fat
tissue. In 1997, at the age of 43, despite optimal therapy
including carvedilol, enalapril, furosemide and spirono-
lactone, this patient underwent a heart transplant after
experiencing refractory heart failure. However, she died
from acute rejection in the perioperative period. In 1995,
at the age of 38, patient III:3 had a diagnosis of severe
systolic dysfunction (ejection fraction 20%) with normal
ventricular diameter (55 mm) associated with a third-
degree atrioventricular block. He was started on a tailored
pharmacological treatment and was implanted with a
bicameral pacemaker. Nevertheless, 2 years later, he
developed progressive refractory heart failure and under-
went a heart transplant, which was successful. The pre-
operative neurological examination was normal. Five
years after the transplant this patient progressively
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Pedigree of the family with the lamin A/C Arg60Gly missense mutation. Squares indicate male and circles indicate female family members. Symbols
with a slash mark deceased individuals. The presence (!) or absence (") of the lamin A/C missense mutation Arg60Gly in the exon 1 is indicated for
individuals with DNA samples available. Question marks (?) in lines I, II and V indicate genetically not tested individuals. Totally solid symbols indicate
phenotypically affected individuals. Open symbols indicate unaffected family members and shaded symbols those whose status was available only
from clinical news.
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showed a decrease in body weight, with a clear reduction
in subcutaneous fat tissue. At the same time dysesthesia
with burning sensations in the limbs appeared. Diabetes
mellitus was diagnosed 4 years later. The clinical condi-
tion deteriorated progressively, with a lack of appetite, a
dramatic reduction in body fat and severe malnutrition.
This patient died at the age of 50 and the autopsy
revealed a total absence of mesenteric fat, erosive seg-
mentary colitis and chronic sclerotic pancreatitis. Patient
III:6 was diagnosed with a third-degree atrioventricular
block at the age of 28 and was implanted with a pace-
maker. At the same age, a mildly DCM was detected and
treated with medical therapy including angiotensin-con-
verting enzyme (ACE)-inhibitors, carvedilol and furose-
mide. Eleven years later, she complained of paraesthesia
of the extremities without any other neurological signs
and the following year she underwent a heart transplant
after experiencing refractory heart failure. Soon after the
operation, the patient started to lose weight, presenting a
clear reduction of subcutaneous adipose tissue, with a
localized fat accumulation on the neck (buffalo hump),
inguinal and axillary regions. For this reason, she has
been taking glitazones since 2013. At the age of 43 she
developed diabetes mellitus, which is currently being
treated with insulin. In the same year, she experienced
paraesthesia and weakness of the lower limbs, which
subsequently extended to the upper district. Two years
later, an electromyography showed a motor-sensory axo-
nal neuropathy. A sural nerve biopsy was not helpful, and
vasculitis was also excluded. A diagnosis of multiple
mononeuropathy from indeterminate cause was made.

The neuropathy showed a further progression over time,
and the patient, now 56, has a severe alteration of sensi-
tivity with advanced muscular weakness of the lower
limbs. Patient III:7 presented a first-degree atrioventricu-
lar block when he was 23. At 45 years of age, he devel-
oped an advanced atrioventricular block requiring a
pacemaker implantation. His neurological evaluation
was normal and a mild lack of subcutaneous fat tissue
in the limbs was detected. He never showed cardiac
contractility reduction, nor signs or symptoms of heart
failure, and died in 2004, at the age of 57, from unknown
causes. No autopsy was performed. Individuals IV:2, IV:4
and IV:5, all genotype positive, were initially evaluated in
their childhood, all before the age of 15. At baseline,
cardiological, neurological and metabolic evaluation was
completely normal. At the age of 25 the girl IV:2 pre-
sented a right bundle branch block (RBBB) and symp-
tomatic self-terminating episodes of sustained
supraventricular tachycardia. In the following years,
she presented a slight decrease in ejection fraction (from
65% at baseline to 55%), with CMR showing a wide
intramyocardial late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) in
the interventricular septum, involving also the anterior
and lateral walls (Fig. 2). Frequent ventricular ectopic
beats were detected by 24-h Holter monitoring. A loop-
recorder was implanted, which showed several asymp-
tomatic nonsustained ventricular tachycardia episodes.
After informed consent, the patient was implanted with
an intracavitary cardiac defibrillator (ICD) in primary
prevention and no device interventions have been
detected at this moment. Moreover, since the age of
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Fig. 2

Cardiac magnetic resonance of individual IV:2 in four-chamber (a) and short-axis (b) views. The arrows indicate the intramyocardial late gadolinium
enhancement in the interventricular septum, as well as in the anterior and lateral walls.
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23, she manifested a progressive nonsevere reduction in
subcutaneous fat. She is now 31, currently taking biso-
prolol and ramipril, and asymptomatic for heart failure.

The boy IV:4, at the age of 29, showed at CMR small areas
of intramyocardial LGE in the anterior wall and inter-
ventricular septum, which did not change in the next
years. He is now 34, asymptomatic for heart failure, with
normal N-Terminal-pro-B-Type Natriuretic Peptide
(NT-proBNP) and normal LV function (ejection fraction
63%). Nocturnal wandering pacemaker and episodes
Mobitz 2 atrioventricular block were also detected, and
at the end of a maximal exercise test he developed a
transient complete RBBB. He was implanted with a loop-
recorder, which at the moment has not shown any other
relevant arrhythmias. His brother, individual IV:5, at the
age of 20 showed a mild decline in LV systolic function
(ejection fraction 48%), without any myocardial gadolin-
ium deposition at the CMR. Since then, bisoprolol was
started. He is now 29, currently asymptomatic, with
normal NT-proBNP levels and no arrhythmias. A mild
reduction in body fat is evident also in these two young
brothers (IV:4 and IV:5). Currently, none of these last
three family members (IV:2, IV:3 and IV:5) shows neuro-
logical or metabolic alterations. Individuals V:1 and V:2,
respectively 2 and 1 years old, have not yet been geneti-
cally tested and do not manifest any clinical alteration.
None of the patients with the mutation presented ele-
vated levels of the creatine kinase during the whole
observation period. Finally, none of the genotype nega-
tive family members showed any cardiac, neurological or
metabolic manifestations during the follow-up.

Discussion
The prevalence of LMNA mutations in DCM is about 6–
15%, with a wide spectrum of genetics causing muta-
tions.9–12 In this context, overlapping phenotypes have
been extensively observed. In fact, LMNA mutations can
lead to a multisystemic involvement, where cardiac
abnormalities (mainly DCM and bradyarrhythmias) can
coexist with peripheral muscular, neurological and meta-
bolic disorders.3,6,8 In 2011, Sparks et al.13 described a
long-term follow-up of a large family affected by a
LMNA missense mutation. In that retrospective and
prospective evaluation encompassing about 5 decades,
the phenotypic alterations linked to the LMNA mutation
were detected only in the cardiac system, consisting of
conduction disorders and contractility dysfunction. The
prospective longitudinal follow-up of our family, which
includes more than 22 years of direct observation,
describes the particular clinical and laboratory character-
istics of mutation carriers showing an overlapping phe-
notype that extends beyond the cardiovascular system.
Although this composite clinical picture linked to LMNA
mutations had already been reported, its progression over
a prolonged time span had not been previously described.
At the baseline observation, three of the phenotypically

involved members presented a classic cardiological
expression related to this genetic disease (systolic dys-
function, heart failure and conduction defects), detected
between 28 and 38 years of age, while the fourth one
(III:7) had only electrical cardiac alterations, without any
involvement of the contractility. All these genotypic
positive individuals showed a subsequent progressive
lipodystrophy. Two individuals had also diabetes melli-
tus and a progressive peripheral neuropathy. A causative
missense mutation Arg60Gly in exon 1, initially identi-
fied in all the phenotypic family members of the third
generation, was subsequently confirmed also in three
young individuals of the fourth generation, who devel-
oped stigmata of the genetic syndrome with cardiac
involvement and lipodystrophy. Missense mutations in
the exons 1 and 3 of LMNA were previously described in
families with cardiomyopathy and lipodystrophy and
prognosis was mainly related to heart disease.7 In patient
III:3, this association was particularly unfavorable, as
lipodystrophy represented his late cause of death despite
successful heart transplantation. Moreover, two of our
patients presented neurological alterations, with a pro-
gressive and severe worsening in patient III:5. The base-
line observation of the three genotype positive/
phenotype negative individuals of the IV generation of
our family offers some interesting elements. First of all,
no alterations were detected before their 20s, as the
elements of the overlapping familial phenotype became
evident in the 3rd decade. This fact confirms that the
phenotypic expressions of LMNA mutations generally do
not occur before the age of 20.14–17 CMRs repeated in the
follow-up offer some important information to plan the
management of the carriers. In a previous series of 17
patients with DCM and LMNA mutation with a mean
age of 37 years (range 18–64), LGE was found in 15 of
them and the localization of fibrosis was always in the
interventricular septum.18 Moreover, there is a large
consensus that individuals with LMNA mutations por-
tend a high risk of sudden death, as in 4- to 5-year
observations of mutated carriers major ventricular
tachyarrhythmias (ventricular fibrillation and sustained
ventricular tachycardia) have been described in about
30–60%, representing the higher risk for mortality.14–

17,19 Another prolonged follow-up (4 years) of 269 carriers
of the mutation confirmed a high tachyarrhythmic risk in
18% of that population. The four independent risk factors
were nonsustained ventricular tachycardia, LV ejection
fraction<45%, male sex, and nonmissense mutations.20 A
very recent large multicentric database of laminopathic
individuals, followed for up to 5 years, confirmed the high
incidence of life-threatening tachyarrhythmias, identify-
ing also atrioventricular block as a supplemental inde-
pendent risk predictor.21 In this context, also the
presence of interventricular septal LGE, detected in a
population with a mean age of 43 years, was recently
related to an increased occurrence of major bradyarrhyth-
mias and malignant tachyarrhythmias in DCM associated
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with LMNA mutations.22 All these data reinforce the role
of septal LGE as an early marker of sudden death, despite
a normal or mild impaired systolic function. The data on
the tachyarrhythmic risk linked to the LMNA mutations
started becoming available in 2008,14 with a definitive
confirmation in the following years.19–21 In the family we
studied, we initially observed the phenotypically affected
individuals of the third generation (III:2, III:3. III:6 and
III:7) at the end of the 90s. For that reason, none of them
was implanted with an ICD. Patients III:2, III:3 and III:7
underwent a heart transplant before the year 2000, while
patient III:7 died in 2004 from unknown causes. Despite a
normal ventricular function in individual IV:2 the pres-
ence of a wide septal fibrosis was found at CMR at the age
of 25, together with nonsustained ventricular tachycardia.
These elements suggested implanting that girl with an
endocardial ICD, as a protection from brady and tachyar-
rhythmias. Also in individual IV:4, small intramyocardial
areas of gadolinium were detected since he was 29 year
old. This patient, currently monitored with a loop-
recorder, is under strict observation to detect any sign
of arrhythmic risk. The RBBB, which was found in
individuals IV:2 and IV:4 has been described very rarely
in LMNA mutations.23,24 A previous observation coming
from DCM patients unaffected by LMNA mutations
showed that RBBB may be associated with the presence
of LGE.25 The evidence of this conduction delay in
LMNA mutation carriers with substantially normal ven-
tricular function associated with septal LGE may indicate
that RBBB could be an early (albeit nonspecific) electri-
cal marker for initial myocardial involvement also in this
particular subset of patients. Finally, as reported in indi-
viduals IV:2 and IV:5, pharmacological treatments
addressed to prevent and slow the reverse remodeling
(beta-blockers and ACE inhibitors) may be started early
on the evidence of an initial myocardial involvement
detected by periodic echocardiography and CMR.26

Limitations
Despite this very prolonged follow-up, the small number
of patients observed in this family necessarily implies
some limitations. Particularly in larger populations, mis-
sense mutations have been reported as a protective factor
from malignant ventricular arrhythmias,15,17 although this
issue was not confirmed by other authors.16,19 At this
moment, we have not observed any life-threatening
tachyarrhythmia in any mutated individual of this family,
but our observations do not allow us to speculate on the
real arrhythmic risk linked to this specific mutation.
Moreover, regardless of the cause of death, missense
mutations have been indicated to portend a better prog-
nosis.27 Even if this finding does not seem to apply to our
family, in which the evolution toward advanced heart
failure and severe lipodystrophy strongly affected its
history, we do not have heavy elements to question this
previous evidence.

Conclusion
The current very long prospective familial follow-up of
LMNA mutated individuals offers the opportunity to
focus on the age of onset and progression of this over-
lapping phenotype. Cardiac evolution appears to be the
major prognostic determinant in this familial context,
although lipodystrophy and neurological alterations can
play a relevant role in reducing long-term survival and
impairing quality of life. For that reason, a strict cardio-
logical follow-up with arrhythmological re-evaluations
and periodic CMRs, but also a complete multidisciplinary
observation, are needed to personalize the treatments
and to detect the best time for interventions. Mainly in
the new generations, the attention to the evolution of the
specific manifestations in each genotypically involved
member may help to better clarify the further progression
of the disease in the coming years.
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